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Confluence Research Update  

The Confluence product in our Excel addin was conceived as a way to include all of the 
significant Parallax signal forecasts on multiple time scales at the same time, in a big 
bang approach to produce one forecast. To achieve this, two weighting methods were 
introduced to rank the resulting composite forecast.  The first was based on my own 
hypothesis that the crowd effect has four manifestations that can be identified using the 
proper tools: 
 

1. Stochastics Pursuit (chasing price), is the tendency of investor agents to 
buy securities that are moving up or sell those moving down, resulting in 
measurable positive feedback in both price and volume behavior. 

2. Emergent Geometry, such as trendlines and channels, that are produced 
through feedback from the tendency for investor agents to be attracted or 
repulsed from certain key price levels 

3. Quasiperiodic Cycles, caused by the introduction of new market moving 
information at regular (monthly, quarterly) intervals  

4. Self-organized Criticality, caused when extreme levels of positive or 
negative feedback are reached across many time scales 

 
This method takes the largest positive edge and nets it against the largest negative edge 
for all four scales within each of the four categories. The results from each category were 
then added together, under the assumption that the categories are independent of one 
another.  These edge numbers are listed in the spreadsheet for the run date, as well as for 
subsequent offsets in the future.  Future edges are based on the edge decay of each 
component and are displayed at 1 to 20 bar intervals forward.  I should stress here that 
there are more than a few if’s with this method.  If the four categories exist, and if they 
are truly independent of each other, and if no other signals show up during the forecast 
period, then it should work well. 
 
The second method used to gauge the composite forecast utilizes a neural net that was 
trained using 15k (out of nearly 400k) random examples taken from a 10-year daily scale 
backtest of Confluence on the S&P 900 stock list.  The neural net generates a rank 
between 0 (best down forecast) and 100 (best up forecast).  So it’s my own theory against 
the AI surrogate.  
 
To test Confluence, I ran two large backtests, both on the S&P 900 stocks over 11 years, 
one with a daily base period which did contain the neural net training data, and the other 



with a weekly base period that was completely out-of-sample. Since Confluence uses 
scales from 1 to 5 times the base, a daily scale Confluence actually samples daily to 
weekly scales, while the weekly base sampling includes monthly.   
 
The data that follows covers the weekly backtest, but I should note that the daily test did 
just as well.  The summary table below lists the log percent change average of stocks held 
from 1 to 15 weeks based on various edge% ranges estimated at 15 weeks.  For example, 
the 261 stocks that had a remaining edge of between 37.5% and 42.5% at 15 weeks 
returned 9.996% over the next 15 weeks following the forecast, for an annualized return 
potential of 34.654%.  
 

 
Average log gain% results for 15-week edge ranges from a weekly Confluence test on 10 years of S&P 900 stocks 

 
Graphing the 15-week average column from the table above, we get the very consistent 
performance graph below.  Note that almost all the average returns are below zero when 
our composite edge is below zero and positive when it’s above zero. 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
Daily scale results were similar, but the turnover rate of 15 days was a bit high for 
constructing a reasonable strategy. 
 
The competition between the edge method and AI rank method is summarized in this 
experiment. I found the minimum rank and edge combinations that yielded a fixed 
number of selections and logged the results.  So if you had wanted ~200 stock picks over 
the 11 years, then a minimum rank of 98 and minimum edge15 was 29% was the right 
filter.   

 
 
We then proceeded to build a long only strategy (entry and exit) from the weekly test data 
by first sorting the results by rank (the edge method was equally good), and then buying 
the top 60 and holding for 15 weeks, before selling all holdings and buying the next set.  
It was always invested. No other filters were applied, which leaves open some manager 
discretion to throw out some picks based on other criteria. 
 
Here is the monthly performance grid, de-compounded equity curve and associated 
statistics.  This test produced an annual average gain of 20.3% with a risk of 18.4% 
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